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A4WP：Alliance for Wireless Power（qr[�º»）

：Power Receiver Unit（�����）PRU

PTU：Power Transmitter Unit（��)*�）

User Manual

1 Packing List.

• AC Adapter*1PC

• PTU *1PC

• User Manual*1PC

:Input Voltage DC 12V

:Input Current 2.0A axM

:Frequency 6.78MHz±15KHz

2 Product Illustration.

7 Storage Instruction.

8.1 Do not disassemble and attempt to repair or replace any

part of PTU, PRU or adapter. Don’t attempt to charge by any

method other than described in the instructions. If not, it may

result in product damaged and manufacturer is not responsible.

A4WP Wireless Charger Kit
PTU&PRU KitUser Manual of

��

:Output Voltage DC 4.75-5.25V

: -Output Current 0 1A

： ( )Output Power 5W MAX

iPhone 6

PRU

Lightning connector

AC Adapter

PTU

State Light

DC Power Jack

State Light

. :Pic 1 Product Photos

PTU PRU

Function:Over current, over voltage and over temperature protection

Note: iPhone 6 is NOT included.

:Sheet 1 Basic Function

:Sheet 2 LED Light States

Parts

PTU

PRU

Standby Charging In Error

Red

No Light

Blue

Green

White

/

3 Certification List.

Types

A4WP

Market

Apple Inc.

European Market

AC Adapter

China Local Market

China Taiwan Market

A4WP

MFi

FCC

CE

SRRC

BSMI

NCC

UL

CCC

Notes

A4WP certification

PTU FCC ID: 2ADB4-FF05-05DB

4 User Guide.

:Sheet 3 Passed Certification

PRU FCC ID: 2ADB4-FF05-05DA

MFi certification test using Apple Lightning

connector (PPID:101597-0270)

FCC regulatory certifications

China State Radio Regulation

China Taiwan market regulatory approval

Safety certifications for AC adapter

5 Quick Start Instructions.

Step 2:Insert iPhone 6 into the protective transparent shell.

Step 1:Connect the AC adapter to the PTU; then plug the
adapter into an AC power outlet. The PTU LED light should
turn white, indicating ready to charge. The PTU can be
laid flat or up at an angle using the pull-out stand at
the back. Plug Seat

Step 3:Slide iPhone 6 into the PRU sleeve and make sure
the Lightning connector is securely connected.

Step 4:Put the PRU within the PTU charging area in a vertical
orientation.The PTU LED light should turn blue and the PRU LED
light should turn green when charging starts.If one of the lights is
not shown correctly, try picking up the phone and placing it in the
center of the charging area again.If the problem persists, please
read the “Troubleshooting Guide”.

Step 5:Put the PTU on a table top or similar and provide a minimum

separation distance of 20 cm from the charging surface to you.

Green Light

Blue Light

6 Troubleshooting Guide.

6.1 Why is the phone not charging. ？

Answer:The PTU LED should be blue and the PRU LED should be

green when charging is working normally. (Note that the light will still be

on when the battery is fully charged.So the iOS charging indicator on

the iPhone is the most accurate indicator of whether charging is indeed

happening.)

If the iOS charging indicator is on but the PTU or PRU LED light are

not showing that, it is possible that PTU or PRU LED light is

malfunctioning.

If charging is not working properly, first try to remove the PRU from

the PTU surface and then put it back in the charging area again.

If it is still not working, check if the PTU surface is hot. If it is not hot,

disconnect the AC adapter from the wall outlet for about 10 seconds and

then reconnect again.If the PTU surface is hot, please disconnect the

AC adapter from the PTU for approximately 30minutes to allow it to cool

down before trying again.When the PTU temperature is too high, it will

shut down power transmitting via the built-in over temperature protection

feature.

6.2 Other things to double check. ：

a Check that the phone is iPhone 6 as this model PRU is meant only

for use with iPhone 6.

.

b heck that both the PRU and PTU have an A4WP certification logo

and support iPhone 6. It is best to use the Rattan PRU and Rattan PTU

together.

.C

c Check the PRU, PTU and AC adapter to see if there is any sign of

damage. Some damage may cause malfunction and repair or

replacement is necessary.

.

d If you still have trouble after trying or checking all of the above,

please take the product to a repair center for help. Do not open the

product and try to repair it by yourself.

.

If you do not plan to use the product for a long time, it is suggested

that you put the PRU, PTU and AC adapter back in the box, and keep

the box in a dry and well ventilated place with normal temperature

(0~35 ) and humidity (10%~75%RH).Extreme temperature (too high

or too low ) may shorten the product life and increase the risk of

damaging the product.

℃

If the product becomes damp, please make sure to dry it before

using it again.

Handle the product with care. Dropping the product components

may cause permanent damage.

Use a dry and clean soft cloth to clean the product surfaces.

Keep the products away from children, our products are not

toys for children.

8 Exoneration Clause.

8.4.

8.3.

8.5.

8.2.

Wireless Charging Area

Risk of Shock or Burn from metal surfaces. Keep all

liquids and conductive materials off the charging mat.

During PTU operation the PTU temperature is

higher; do not block the ventilation holes  and do

not touch the surface directly as there is a risk of

being scalded or causing a fire.

Keep NFC Tags, DVDs and CDs off charging

surface to avoid being damaged

Wireless charging

Magnetic Field Present

May have effect on medical implant wearers

A4WP：Alliance for Wireless Power

：Power Receiver UnitPRU

PTU：Power Transmitter Unit

125mm

420mm

Thank you for your purchase. Please read this manual in detail before using

the products and keep it for your future reference.

• PRU *1SET (including two pieces: a protective transparent

shell and a charging receiver sleeve)

No Light

No Light

Power off

American Market

For your safety and a satisfactory user experience, please read the

following carefully before using the product:

d. Recommended operational environment: Temperature 0~35

Humidity 10%~75%RH

℃,

b. Avoid placing metal or other conductive material near the PTU (at distance

no less than 6 inches).

c. Power supplied to the PTU by the AC wall outlet must be 90V-264V/47-63Hz.

e. Rattan PRU is designed specifically for use with iPhone 6. Do not place the

PRU itself on a PTU without the phone. The PRU can be used with any other

A4WP certified PTU, but it is strongly recommended that you use it with Rattan

PTU for best performance.

f.  Rattan PTU is meant to be placed on top of a flat non-metal surface

(such as a desk) with the PRU and the phone placed directly on top of the

PTU. This PTU is not designed to be used under the table. This PTU can be

used to charge any other A4WP certified category 1-3 devices including phones.

a. Do not put the PTU on a metal or ESD (electrostatic discharge material)

surface during use.

g. To comply with RF exposure requirements the charging mat must be used

on a table top or similar and provide a minimum separation distance of 20cm

from the charging surface to users.

Foxconn Interconnect technology Inc.

1688 Richard Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050

Model: PTU FF05-05DB,PRU FF05-05DA

This device complies with part 15 and Part 18 of the FCC Rules.

Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device

may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept

any interference received, including interference that may cause

undesired operation.

Modifications made to this device, unless expressly approved by

Foxconn Interconnect technology Inc.,  may void the user’s rights to

operate this equipment.

9.Industry Notice to Users

f

A4WP category 1-3

RATTAN
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Federal Communication Commission Interference Statement

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the

following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and

(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that

may cause undesired operation.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B

digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to

provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential

installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency

energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause

harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that

interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause

harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by

turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the

interference by one of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the

receiver is connected.

- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

FCC Caution: Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party

responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate this equipment.

This transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other

antenna or transmitter.
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Radiation Exposure Statement:

This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an

uncontrolled environment.

This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm

between the radiator & your body.


